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“Because Kids Will Be Kids!”

www.kidkusion.com
    1-800-845-9236

This product is not a toy. Do not allow 
children to play with it.

Attach (4) eye screws to enpost or wall

KID SAFE DECK GUARD
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The Kid Safe Deck Guard is a strong, durable net that provides a safety barrier between a child and the 
railing. It attaches to the railing with cable ties. You will need a pair of scissors to cut the net to length and 
to cut the ends off of the cable ties once they are installed.

STEP 1:  Measure the deck/porch rail to be covered and trim net to fit. Be sure to allow the net to overlap 
the end post by 2” if cable ties will be used to go around the post. If the rail ends at a wall or end post that 
the cable ties will not fit around, see instruction for attaching net to an end wall.

STEP 2:  Starting at one the end of the railing, overlap the net 2 inches onto the end post. Attach the net 
at the top by passing a cable tie through the net and around the post and pulling it tight. Adjust the net on  
the end post so that it either overlaps the horizontal top rail or fits tightly underneath the top rail. With the 
net in position, finish attaching it to the end post at the bottom and two evenly spaced places in between 
with the cable ties.

STEP 3:  Measure out about 8 inches from the end post/wall and attach the top of the net to the top railing 
if you overlapped the net. If the top of the net is below the top rail, then attach the net to the nearest vertical
 rail. Attach the net at the top and the bottom about every 8 inches along the rail.
End wall / End Post Attachment  

If the rail ends at a wall or end post that cable ties will not fit around, use the enclosed eye screws to attach
 the net. Screw in one eye screw at the top and the bottom of the post or wall and two evenly spaced places
 in between as shown. With the screw eyes secured, attach the net to them with the cable ties. 
Proceed to step 3.
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